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Legal protection of rights of business name is an important right of intellectual 
property of modern enterprises. But in the real economic life, more emphasis is laid 
on trademark than that of the rights of business name. Upon finding violations of the 
rights of business name, the protection of the rights of business name is then 
considered. In the modern society, the violations of various forms of rights of business 
name have intensified the trend. Therefore exploring ways of using the existing 
judicial system of relevant laws and regulations to strengthen the protection of the 
rights of business name has its theoretical studies and practical significance.  
Full text, besides the introduction and conclusion, is divided into five chapters.  
The first chapter is the analysis of attribute of the rights of business name. The 
chapter researches on the origin of Chinese and foreign firms name, the concept of the 
broad and narrow definition of the legal profession. Based on it, the author presents 
his own understanding of rights of business, analyses the concept and nature of the 
rights of business name.   
Chapter Ⅱ is the legal system of protecting rights of business name by foreign 
firms and international organizations. The chapter discusses and compares, in the 
aspects of the establishment, uses and relief to violation of rights of business name, 
legal requirements on its protection in regard to civil law system, common law system 
and international treaties.  
Chapter III is the rights conflicts in the legal protection. The chapter discusses 
the specific performance of the rights conflicts in the legal protection, including the 
conflicts between business, the conflicts between trademark and rights of business 
name, as well as conflicts between the rights to the domain name and rights of 
business name. 
Chapter IV is the legal system to protect rights of business name and the existing 
problems in our country. The chapter analyzes the existing Chinese laws and 
regulations to protect the right of business name and pointed out weakness and 














Chapter V is to improve the legal protection of the rights of   business name in 
China. The chapter suggests formulating legal principles related to deal with the rights 
of business name and the rights conflicts and presents a series of reasonable and 
scientific registration and management system against the existing unreasonable law 
and regulation. Finally, this article proposes how to improve anti-unfair   
competition law so as to protect and regulate the rights of business name. 
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